The ATI Professional Development Department offers complimentary online Learning on Demand sessions in support of educators as proficient users of Galileo® Pre-K Online technology with the goal of enhancing children's learning. Participate in live sessions or watch the suggested recorded sessions.

**LIVE SESSIONS**

Use the following link to register for any of the following complimentary live sessions:

- Click WebEx Training and then the “Upcoming” tab using this link Learning on Demand Registration

**Development Profile Reports**

**Tuesday, April 23**

**Time:** 1:00-2:00 pm EST / 10:00-11:00 am MST  
**Audience:** Teachers, teacher aides, and administrators responsible for documenting and planning for children’s development.  
**Description:** This session walks participants through accessing and interpreting the Development Profile & Milestones report and the parent-friendly Individual Development Profile and Individual Development Milestones reports. These reports help educators identify what capabilities their children have learned and are ready to learn and implement plans to further children’s development.

**The Galileo Pre-K Parent Center**

**Wednesday, May 15**

**Time:** 2:00-3:00 pm EST / 11:00 am -12:00 pm MST  
**Audience:** Pre-K educators interested in sharing lesson plans, classroom activities, and reports with parents about their children via the Galileo Pre-K Parent Center.  
**Description:** This session walks participants through how parents’ access and navigate the Galileo Pre-K Parent Center and access current information about their child’s learning and classroom experiences.

**Agency-Created Custom Child Forms**

**Tuesday, June 18**

**Time:** 4:00-5:00 pm EST / 1:00-2:00 pm MST  
**Audience:** Administrators and IT staff responsible for managing and reporting on child data.  
**Description:** This session walks participants through designing, creating, and editing standard and ranking forms. Participants will also learn how to share data across forms.
RECORDED SESSIONS
For 24/7 support on implementing Galileo, ATI recommends you view the following recorded Learning on Demand sessions available now in the Galileo Help Files.

Getting Ready for Parent-Teacher Conferences
Audience: Teachers, teacher aides, and other educators responsible for communicating with parents.
Description: This session walks participants through generating and interpreting the Individual Development Profile, Individual Observation Record, and the Parent Activity reports. Participants will also learn how parents’ access and navigate the Pre-K Parent Center and access the class notes, child notes and published activities and lesson plans.

Determining and Documenting Child Growth
Audience: Administrators responsible for interpreting and monitoring children’s progress
Description: This session explores the topic of child growth and the ways that Galileo can help programs document the progress children have made over the course of the program year. Participants will become familiar with ATI’s research on child growth and learn about the different way’s growth may be reported out in the application.

Progress Reports
Audience: Teachers, Teacher Aides, and administrators responsible for interpreting and monitoring children’s progress.
Description: This session walks participants through accessing and interpreting the Progress Report and the Individual Progress Report reports.

Using Galileo’s Model Curriculum
Audience: Pre-K educators interested in implementing a data-driven Curriculum for Toddlers and preschoolers.
Description: In this session participants are guided through accessing and incorporating the 32 model lesson plans included in the Galileo Pre-K Online Curriculum. Additionally, participants will explore materials, model lesson plans, and activities.

Reports Overview for Administrators
Audience: Program administrators responsible for overseeing the Galileo system.
Description: This session walks participants through the tools that can aid in monitoring user activity, data entry, parental usage, and outcomes.

Creating Class Activities
Audience: Teachers, Teacher Aides, and administrators responsible for creating and overseeing the creation of weekly lesson plans and activities.
Description: This session walks participants through the building, editing, copying, and printing of activities.

ATI-Galileo also provides comprehensive, customized professional development and training on implementing and managing all aspects of Galileo K-12 Online provided by a team of experienced trainers well-versed in both educational theory and practice.

Refer to the Professional Development page from the ATI website to explore all your learning options!